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Judge Sonia Sotomayor and the Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund
Introduction:
On May 26, 2009, President Obama nominated 54-year-old Appeals Court Judge Sonia
Sotomayor to replace the retiring Justice David Souter on the U.S. Supreme Court.
Throughout her years on the U.S. District Court and then the U.S. Court of Appeals,
Judge Sotomayor rendered more than 3,000 decisions and authored roughly 400. This
judicial record will undergo significant scrutiny throughout her vetting process.
However, Judge Sotomayor’s career prior to her time on the federal bench is also worth
serious consideration, including her organizational ties and affiliations. This Judicial
Watch Special Report focuses on Judge Sotomayor’s work on the Board of Directors for
the Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund (PRLDEF) (The organization is now
known as Latino Justice PRLDEF).
The PRLDEF bills itself as an organization that provides legal services to the Latino
community. However, a review of the organization’s activities reflects a mission that
embodies the worst aspects of liberal judicial activism: identity politics, race baiting, and
judicial activism.
As noted by The American Spectator: “Among radical left-wing groups, [the PRLDEF]
has a fairly garden-variety agenda. A captive of identity politics, it pushes for enforced
multiculturalism, diversity, bilingual public education, race-based gerrymandering of
electoral districts, race-based employment quotas, tenants’ rights, and illegal immigrants’
rights.” 1
Judge Sotomayor served on the PRLDEF’s Board of Directors for 12 years. However,
the key question is this: Was Sonia Sotomayor a disinterested member of the Board or an
active participant in the organization’s activities? How much of the PRLDEF agenda can
be attributed to Sotomayor’s guidance and leadership?
Sotomayor’s Leadership Role in the PRLDEF
Throughout the 1980s, the PRLDEF was the main civil rights law group for Latinos in
the Northeast. And during that time, according to one former staff lawyer, "Sonia
[Sotomayor] displayed an increasing amount of leadership on the board.” The New York
Times characterized Sotomayor as the “top policy maker” on the PRLDEF Board of
Directors. 2, 3
Clearly, Judge Sotomayor helped shape the policies of the PRLDEF. But what about the
legal cases undertaken by the organization during her tenure? Was she involved in the
nitty-gritty details?

According to the New York Times:
Ms. Sotomayor stood out, frequently meeting with the legal staff to review the
status of cases, several former members said. And so across her 12 years on the
board — she left when she was appointed a federal judge in 1992 — she played
an active role as the defense fund staked out aggressive stances on issues like
police brutality, the death penalty and voting rights.
The board monitored all litigation undertaken by the fund’s lawyers, and a
number of those lawyers said Ms. Sotomayor was an involved and ardent
supporter of their various legal efforts during her time with the group. 4
In other words, Sonia Sotomayor was an active, aggressive participant in the PRLDEF’s
activities during her tenure. She not only helped shape the organization’s liberal, activist
public profile, but also helped set the legal agenda and manage the legal caseload.
Indeed, in her responses to the Senate Judiciary Committee’s questionnaire related to the
Supreme Court nomination, Judge Sotomayor confirmed her leadership role at PRLDEF.
According to Judge Sotomayor, “I served at various points during this time frame in the
following capacities: Member and Vice President, Board of Directors Chairperson,
Litigation and Education Committees for the Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education
Fund from 1980 until October, 1992.” 5
The PRLDEF’s Radical Legal Agenda:
The following are examples of the PRLDEF’s radical agenda during Judge Sotomayor’s
tenure there:
•

In 1980, when then-New York City Mayor Ed Koch criticized a Supreme Court
decision that upheld racial quotas, the PRLDEF signed a statement characterizing
the comments as “''ill-informed, rhetorically excessive and unnecessarily
divisive.” 6

•

In a March 1981 memo to the directors of the PRLDEF, Sotomayor and two
colleagues argued against the death penalty because it is, “associated with evident
racism in our society” and because it “creates inhuman psychological burdens for
the offender.” The memo, which Sotomayor initially failed to turn over to the
Senate Judiciary Committee, argued that the PRLDEF should oppose the
restoration of the death penalty in New York State. 7

•

In 1981, the PRLDEF supported a lawsuit that contended an entry level
government test, known as Professional Administrative Careers Examination, had
an adverse impact on the African and Hispanic Americans who failed the exam.
The lawsuit argued the test, therefore, violated the 1964 Civil Rights Act of the

failed candidates. Ultimately the government eliminated the exam and replaced it
with an alternative “race-sensitive” version. 8
•

In 1981, the PRLDEF applauded a decision by a federal judge that forced teachers
at an Ann Arbor Michigan elementary school to undergo “consciousness raising”
about a dialect spoken by young black children called “Black English.” The
training program cost taxpayers $44,000. The civil rights attorney who handled
the case, Gabe Kaimowitz, worked for the PRLDEF. He said his intent was to
make the lawsuit the “basis of suits against schools in Chicago and New York,
and to extend the suit to embrace not only poor blacks but poor Puerto Rican
students,” who supposedly spoke a dialect known as “Spanglish.” 9

•

In 1983, the PRLDEF filed a complaint against Elizabeth, New Jersey, Mayor
Thomas Dunn following a City Hall directive requiring staff to speak English
while on the job. Ignacio Perez, a staff attorney with the PRLDEF, admitted that
no one in the mayor’s office had filed any complaints related to the directive. 10

•

In 1983, the PRLDEF lost a lawsuit when a federal judge ruled the organization
did “not have a right to immediate access to general charitable contributions by
federal employees and military personnel to the Combined Federal Campaign
(CFC).” The Office of Personal Management had a policy that dictated that an
organization could not receive “undesignated” CFC funds until it had compiled at
least a five-year track record of receiving funds that had been specifically
“designated” to the group. The PRLDEF called the policy “discriminatory, vague
and arbitrary.” The judge disagreed. 11

•

The PRLDEF represented two employees of the Victims Services Agency who
were dismissed from their jobs in 1983. The two employees claimed the firings
were racially motivated and filed a lawsuit. Ultimately, Judge Henry F. Werker
ruled that the PRLDEF and its clients “failed to show sufficiently serious
questions” to support the lawsuit. The PRLDEF filed a court notice voluntarily
dismissing the case under federal rules. 12

•

In 1988, the PRLDEF engaged in a battle with the New York City Police
Department over its “racist” promotion exam, ultimately presiding over a radical
redesign to allow more minorities to achieve a passing grade. According to The
New York Times: “The new test, a four-part exam prepared with the help of an
expert designated by the Puerto Rican Legal Defense Fund…involved changes in
format, including the addition of open-book questions and a video portion.” 13

•

In 1990, the PRLDEF attacked then-New York Mayor David Dinkins after the
mayor labeled three Puerto Rican “nationalists” who shot five members of
Congress in 1954 “assassins.” The radicals were members of a violent Puerto
Rican terrorist group Fuerzas Armadas de Liberación Nacional (FALN). The
PRLDEF said the mayor’s comments “lacked sensitivity.” Reuben Franco,
President of the PRLDEF said: “[Mayor Dinkins] doesn't recognize that to many

people in Puerto Rico, these are fighters for freedom and justice, for liberation,
just as is Nelson Mandela, who himself advocated bearing arms.'' 14
•

In 1990, the PRLDEF opposed a bill under consideration by the New York City
Council that “would have required retailers to post at their storefronts English
language signs explaining the nature of their businesses.” A spokesman for the
PRLDEF said the bill, introduced by Queens Councilwoman Julia Harrison (DFlushing), would “create more animosity between different groups.” 15

•

In 1991, the PRLDEF filed a lawsuit against a consortium of non-profit
organizations in New York City seeking to renew some of the city’s worst slums
by developing middle class housing projects. The program had been enormously
successful. At the time of the lawsuit, 3,350 new houses and apartments had been
built. Another 2,370 were in construction with an additional 1,400 in
development. According to estimates, 80% of the new homeowners were African
American, Asian or Hispanic. The PRLDEF argued that the city and state
subsidies that helped drive the project should be allocated for low income
housing. Specifically, the PRLDEF tried to prevent the partnership from
including two sites in East Harlem. 16

Sotomayor’s Radical Ties
President Obama has been crystal clear when it comes to the types of judges he favors for
appointments. During the presidential campaign, Obama said he favored judges with the
"empathy to understand what it's like to be poor, or African-American, or gay, or
disabled, or old." 17
When Justice Souter recently announced his retirement, Obama tipped his hand regarding
the type of justice he would appoint to replace Souter when he said, "I view that quality
of empathy, of understanding and identifying with people's hopes and struggles as an
essential ingredient for arriving at just decisions and outcomes." 18
Now, in Judge Sotomayor, Obama offers the personal embodiment of his liberal judicial
activist philosophy that places “empathy” above the rule of law. Judge Sotomayor’s
leadership positions with the PRLDEF suggest she is more than willing to advance a
liberal, race-based agenda through the court system. And for this, Judge Sotomayor owes
an explanation to the American people.
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